


Updates on the DOJ - Lawsuits
and Changes



2020 NAR-DOJ Agreement Regarding MLS Rules
In November 2020, the DOJ filed a lawsuit against the National Association of 
REALTORS® relative to the disclosure of compensation and cooperation to the 
buyers.  This is in addition to the class-action suit just mentioned.

DOJ Settlement Included Four Items:
1. Buyer brokerage compensation must be made publicly available
2. Agents must provide consumers with information on all properties                                  

regardless of compensation
3. Buyer agents cannot represent their services as free
4. Cannot limit lockbox access to only MLS members –

with sellers permission we must allow non-REALTOR®,                                              
non-MLS members access 
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What are the other issues 
the DOJ is looking into?

Participation Rule –
requirement to put offer of 

buyer brokerage 
compensation in MLS 

Clear Cooperation Policy 
– requires listings to be 

put in MLS in one 
business day after going 

public or 24 hours 
depending on your MLS



March 2023 – DOJ filed appeal

January 2023 – court ruled DOJ had to 
abide

NAR file motion to require them to abide 
by original agreement

July 2021 – DOJ withdrew from 
settlement



Changes to MLS Rules and Code for 2022

The following changes were made to the MLS rules and Code of 
Ethics which will became effective in 2022 and follow the 
mandates made in the original settlement. 
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Display of offer of 
compensation – 8.8 

• MLS’s must include offer of 
compensation in the data feeds 
sent to participants

• Must allow brokerages – at their 
discretion – to share offers of 
compensation on their websites

• Must be accompanied by 
disclaimer staying that the offer is 
made only to participants of the 
MLS where the listing is filed.
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SOP 12-1
REALTORS® must not represent 
that their brokerage services to a 
client or customer are free or 
available at no cost to their clients, 
unless the REALTOR® will receive 
no financial compensation from any 
source for those services.
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• The DOJ begins to weigh in on the lawsuits.
• Has since filed amicus briefs in almost all the suits



DOJ – PIN – Nosalek Settlement

• On October 5 – DOJ asked judge to withhold final approval of 
settlement for two months

• PIN will allow ‘0’ as compensation – but compensation will still be 
required

• DOJ stated “MLS PIN would continue to organize and facilitate 
brokers’ blanket, unilateral offers of compensation”

• DOJ believes this creates a system that rewards all buyer brokers 
similarly, despite their skills, effort or abilities.

• Rules still ‘may’ curtail price competition among buyer brokers by 
sellers’ brokers continuing to control what buyers pay their brokers.



“Bombshell Lawsuits” 
Alleging Antitrust

Challenging Participation Rule
• MOEHRL versus NAR, Realogy, 

Keller Williams, RE/MAX, Home 
Services and 20 MLSs; Filed in 
2019; Class Action granted 
3/20/23; Jury trial early 2024 in 
Illinois

SITZER/BURNETT versus NAR, 
Realogy, Keller Williams, Home 
Services, 4 Missouri MLSs; Filed in 
2020; Granted Class Action 
4/22/2022            
Trial: 10/16/23 – 10/31/23
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Moehrl and Sitzer/Burnett Update

• 9/5/2023 Anywhere filed 
Notice of Settlement: $83.5M 
and change in business 
practices

• 9/18/2023 RE/MAX 
settlement: $55M + Change 
in business practices

• No admission of guilt...limiting 
risk of continued litigation

• All Subject to Court Approval
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Settlement Business Practice Changes Released 10/5/23 

ANYWHERE

• Prohibits agents from claiming 
services free

• Clear disclosures to clients that 
commissions are negotiable

• No tech to sort/eliminate by 
compensation

• No longer requires NAR 
membership or adherence to 
Code of Ethics

RE/MAX

• Professional obligation to show & market 
regardless of compensation offer

• Compensation Transparency w/Buyers and 
Sellers

• No software to filter by compensation
• No longer required: NAR membership, Code of 

Ethics and MLS policies adherence
• 3 officers to participate as witnesses for 

plaintiffs
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Nov 20, 2023 Preliminary approval granted; Final expected mid 2024



Burnett Jury Trial 
October 16-October 31 

Plaintiff verbiage:

• Conspiracy existed among defendants to 
follow NAR rules designed to inflate or 
stabilize commissions

• Trade Associations are walking conspiracies
• 2015-2022 98% buyer compensation 2.5-

3%: Clear indication of alleged price 
stabilization

• Text from policy manuals, training materials

• 72% buyers find their home on the internet

8 Jurists  
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Burnett Verdict: October 31, 2023
• Defendants to pay $1.78B plus treble 

damages= $5.4B

• Conspiracy existed with the purpose of 
raising and stabilizing compensation

• Corporations knowingly and voluntarily 
joined the conspiracy

• Caused plaintiffs to pay more
• Final Judgment: won’t be filed till 

April/May 2024
• NAR Appeal…after Judgment 



“Copycat” Anti-trust Lawsuits
• 10/31/23 Gibson vs NAR and 7 new 

Brokerages; filed in Missouri

• 11/2/23 Baton2 vs brokerages in Gibson
• Home Buyers - filed in Illinois

• 11/6/23 Burton vs NAR, Keller Williams
• South Carolina

• 11/8/23 March vs REBNY, 26 brokerages
• New York

• 11/13/23 QJ Team vs TX 
Associations, 20 teams, brokerages, 
individual

• Texas
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11/22/23 7 Sellers vs NAR, 
Home Services, KW, RX, Engel 
& Volkas, Christie's International, 
Sothebys.... Georgia Home 
sellers 11/22/19+



Batton 1 – was filed in New Jersey – homebuyers – was Leeder 
case – dismissed and refiled as Batton 

Batton 2 – THIS . . . . 



Sitzer/Burnett: Long Legal 
Process (before Appeal filed)

• Post Trial Motions:  By 1/8/24

• Plaintiffs’ Response: By 2/28/24

• Defendants’ Counter: By 3/18/24

• 30 Day Wait period for Judge 
Bough

• Final Judgment: April/May 2024

Expected Motions:
§ Overturn Verdict
§ Ask for New Trial

NAR Grounds for Appeal:
§ Per Se versus Rule of Reason
§ Evidence not allowed
§ Evidence entered prejudiced jurists
§ Etc.
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Some MLSs Have Removed the 
Mandatory Requirement of Offering 
Buyer Brokerage Compensation or 
Redefined the offer to include 0%

• Northwest MLS - Seattle Area – 30,000 members since 2019
• PIN MLS – Massachusetts Area – 40,000 members
• Bright MLS – Mid-Atlantic Area – 95,000 members
• MRED MLS – Chicago/Illinois – 47,000 members
• Rhode Island – 7,000 members
• REBNY – New York – 15,000 members







DOES NOT IMPACT OUR MESSAGING

















There is a home in the MLS that I think 
my buyer client would love, but the 
commission being offered by the listing 
broker is lower than I want to be paid. 
It’s so low that it won’t cover the time 
or effort I put in to representing the 
buyer throughout the transaction. I 
want to do the right thing. What can I 
do?

Wait, doesn’t Standard of Practice 16-
16 prohibit me from negotiating my 
commission after showing, during the 
purchase offer phase, or after we have 
an accepted offer?



Article 16, 
Standard of 
Practice 16-1

Article 16 is not intended to prohibit 
aggressive or innovative business 
practices which are otherwise ethical 
and does not prohibit disagreements 
with other REALTORS® involving 
commission, fees, compensation, or 
other forms of payment or expenses.

(Adopted 1/93, Amended 1/95)



Standard of 
Practice 16-16 REALTORS®, acting as subagents or 

buyer/tenant representatives or brokers, shall 
not use the terms of an offer to 
purchase/lease to attempt to modify the 
listing broker’s offer of compensation to 
subagents or buyer/tenant representatives or 
brokers nor make the submission of an executed 
offer to purchase/lease contingent on the listing 
broker’s agreement to modify the offer of 
compensation.

(Amended 1/04)



Standard of 
Practice 3-1

REALTORS®, acting as exclusive agents or 
brokers of sellers/ landlords, establish the 
terms and conditions of offers to cooperate.
Unless expressly indicated in offers to 
cooperate, cooperating brokers may not 
assume that the offer of cooperation 
includes an offer of compensation. 
Terms of compensation, if any, shall be 
ascertained by cooperating brokers before 
beginning efforts to accept the offer of 
cooperation.

(Amended 1/99)



The Compensation Discussion

Standard of Practice 1-12
When entering into listing contracts, 
REALTORS® must advise sellers of:

1. Company policy regarding co-op 
compensation and amount of 
compensation being offered

2. The fact that buyer agents do not 
work for the sellers

3. Potential for dual agency

Standard of Practice 1-13
When entering into buyer agreements, 
REALTORS® must advise buyers of:

1. Policy regarding cooperation
2. Amount of compensation to be paid 

by client
3. Potential for offsetting 

compensation from other parties
4. Potential for dual agency



No Compensation?

How will you 
explain 

compensation to 
the sellers?

How will you get 
paid as a buyer 

brokerage?

How will this 
change what you 
say and do with 

your clients?



Let’s start with the sellers



What we do is important

They don’t know what we do

To get commitment we need to show 
them how what we do benefits them

What we 
do 

How we do 
it 

Why?
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The Seller 
Compensation 
Conversation



Fundamental change in approach 
that causes old ways of thinking and 
doing things to become irrelevant 
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Not the first time 
Compensation Questioned

• REALTOR® Code of Ethics 1914
• “If the commission which it is usual to 

charge in the locality in which the broker 
is operating, is a fair one to the owner 
and broker alike, each broker owes it to 
himself, to his other clients as well as to 
his fellow brokers, to maintain the rate.”
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NEW Seller Conversations Needed

STOP Saying
• “the commission we charge is X and 

we pay out Y to the co-op brokers”

• “if we don’t pay out at least Y, no one 
will show your listing”

• “the rate that most agents want is…”
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Listing 
Brokerage 

Compensation

Other 
Brokerage 

Compensation
Total

Compensation

• Compensation is two parts added together to make the whole.
• Part is for the listing office and what they do for the seller.
• Part is for the “Other” brokerage and what they do for the buyer
• Total is paid by both the buyer and seller in the price they agreed on

DECOUPLING the Listing Brokerage and Buyer Brokerage 
Compensation
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OTHER BROKERAGE:

The brokerage that effects the 
execution of a valid binding 
contract with a Buyer ready, 
willing, and able to purchase the 
property.

Co-op Broker

Agent from Listing Brokerage Firm

Listing Agent as a Dual Agent

Listing Agent facilitating 
Unrepresented Buyer (No Agency)
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This is the 
other fear 
many 
agents 
have!



Listing Agent assisting “Unrepresented Buyers”

• Disclose, educate, and fully execute a 
“No Agency Form”

• Treat them Honestly
• Provide just the material facts
• Keep all information about the seller 

confidential
• Only provide information that supports 

the seller’s listing price
• Tell the seller everything you know about 

the buyers

• Provide access and supervision for 
showings, inspection, walk-thru, etc.

• May not give buyer blank forms of any 
kind.

• May prepare an offer to purchase by 
filling in blanks – not giving buyer 
advice

• Does not provide educational 
services/answers to questions

• Maintain loyalty to the seller’s needs
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Compensation Conversation

“For all of the services I provide to you in the transaction, we charge 
$XX or X%. Now let’s talk about the offer of compensation to the other 
brokerage. In our marketplace, most of our buyers do not have 
additional dollars at the closing to compensate their brokerage.  The 
lenders will not allow them to add it to the purchase price – but they 
will allow them to include it in the purchase price.  Most buyers would 
rather have it be a part of their transaction than have to pay it at the 
closing.”

INVOLVE THE SELLER in Options and Decisions!
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Buyer Options if LITTLE or NO Compensation 
to Buyer Brokerage

• Pay Compensation Direct
• Negotiate with Seller to compensate 

Buyer Brokerage
• View, negotiate, purchase, and 

close UNREPRESENTED
• Skip this property
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Buyers don’t 
have extra cash

If buyers do pay 
it themselves –
they will pay the 

seller less!

Seller's property will be 
more marketable if they 

offer compensation

If they do not – it will 
probably be negotiated 

in the contract 

It ends up being the same thing – compensation 
comes out of the agreed upon price the buyer is 
willing to pay and the seller is willing to accept 



Explain that the buyer is paying 
the compensation in the amount 
of the sales price of the property

Without offering to pay buyer 
brokerage compensation seller 
will receive less

They may get fewer showings –
buyers can choose not to look 

The bottom line – will probably 
be asked to pay it anyway



No offer of compensation:
Unintended Consequences?

• Greatest impact would be on 
First-time Buyers, Vets, and low 
to middle income buyers.

• Added Complexity to contract 
negotiations 

• Buyers trying to navigate home 
purchases without 
representation
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Seller asks: 

“How much 
compensation do 

you think we 
should offer?”
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What NOT TO SAY…

• You have to pay at least X if you 
want your home to be shown

• If you offer a “Lower than normal fee” 
buyer agents will steer their clients 
away from your home.

• The standard (or normal) commission 
rate in our area is…
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https://www.illinoisrealtors.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/43H2325-2016-Antitrust-
Avoidance-Manual-FINAL.pdf



“Let’s look at what 
your competition is 
offering the buyer 

brokerage.  
How would you like 
to position yourself? 

“
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Company Policies…

The following are NOT required or suggested… they are ALL
Individual brokerage options and decisions. The only
requirement is transparency and disclosure to the seller
client of any such policies that would affect the total
compensation payable by the seller.

Required Conversations
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Company Policy Examples:

• A fee charged to a coop brokerage and paid to the listing 
brokerage

§ Variable Rate
§ Dual Agency
§ Unrepresented Buyer: Fee to Listing Designated Agent for 

facilitating in a No Agency capacity
§ Additional Compensation

§ Up front or at closing
§ Fees dues with early termination of agreement 
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Disclosure Requirements

• Company Policies regarding 
cooperation and compensation 
must be disclosed to clients

• NAR Code of Ethics 1-12
• RELA Section 10-10
• Rules 1450.770 c)

§NAR Code of Ethics 1-12
§RELA Section 10-10
§Administrative Rules 

1450.770c
§Company Policies regarding 

cooperation and 
compensation must be 
disclosed to clients
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Co-op Fee Deduction
A Fee charged to a co-op broker and paid to the listing 
brokerage that does not affect the total compensation 
payable by the seller but affects the distribution of 
compensation between the listing brokerage and co-op 
broker.



Variable Rate Disclosure

• Dual Agency: Different rate structure if listing agent is 
representing both the seller and the buyer?

• Unrepresented Buyer: A different rate if listing agent is 
facilitating an unrepresented buyer’s activities in a no agency 
capacity?



Variable Obligations
Code of Ethics 3-4
“REALTORS®, acting as listing brokers, have an affirmative obligation to disclose the existence of dCode of Ethics 3-4

Code of Ethics 3-4
“…affirmative obligation to disclose the existence of 
dual or variable rate commission arrangements……..”

The listing broker shall, as soon as practical, disclose 
the existence of such arrangements to potential 
cooperating brokers and shall…

In response to inquiries from cooperating brokers, 
disclose the differential that would result in a 
cooperative transaction…”
• RS®, acting as listing brokers, have an affirmative obligation to 
disclose the existence of dual or variable rate commission 
arrangements……..
• The listing broker shall, as soon as practical, disclose the existence of such arrangements to potential cooperating brokers and shall…
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• Non-Participant compensation: To be outlined in Brokerage-To-Brokerage 
Cooperating Compensation Agreement. Non-REALTOR? Not obligated to 
the Code of Ethics? Different compensation offered to a participant “Other 
Brokerage”?



Other compensation Information: 
• Payable to the Listing Brokerage at closing or at time of 

execution of the marketing agreement?
• Early termination fee?



Attorney changes to compensation prior to closing 
without written direction from the parties (listing 
brokerage and sellers) "shall not be valid or binding."



https://www.succeedwithmore.com/globalassets/member-locked-files/contracts-and-
forms/residential-property/sellers_estimated_net_sheet.pdf



REPORTING when CLOSED 



Burnett Verdict does NOT 
change our Messaging

• Commissions are negotiable
• Involve the Seller in offer of compensation for the 

“Other Brokerage”
• Free Market establishes commission costs based on 

service, value, and market conditions
• Compensation must be transparent and accessible
• Our local marketplaces provide equal opportunity for 

both buyers and sellers
• Broker cooperation sets the U.S. real estate industry 

apart from the rest of the world
• Explain clearly what services you provide 
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Transparency

Efficiency

Credible



Let’s Talk About the Buyers



Buyer agents should 
embrace this opportunity

• Set YOUR value and compensation with 
YOUR clients

• Stop working for whatever the listing 
brokerage deems appropriate

• Get paid what YOUR worth – not what 
someone else thinks you should get

• Using buyer rep agreements gives you 
control of your business

• Stop thinking buyers won’t sign them –
you’re ‘telegraphing’ your negativity to the 
clients!



What makes you stand out?  Why are you unique?



What We Do

• Find suitable property
• Show property
• Analyze the market
• Write the offer
• Negotiate on your behalf
• Follow-through to closing









Mainstreet Exclusive Buyer Representation Agreement 



• Spells out exclusivity
• Discloses Designated Agency
• Allows DMB to appoint additional Designated Agent if necessary



• Buyer will owe compensation regardless of how they find a property
• Through their own efforts
• Through another brokerage company
• Through this brokerage company
• Through anyone else's efforts 

• Buyer stating they have not entered into any other exclusive buyer agreement
• Spells out areas agreement covers – if needed 



• Fee can be dollars or percent of sales price
• Agent must disclose to buyer if fee being offered is less than what is owed and 

give buyer their options
• Choose not to see the property
• Pay brokerage at closing
• Ask seller to pay 



• If fee collected is more than what buyer has committed to – this spells out what 
happens to the overage

• Sets fee for leasing – if it occurs 



Mainstreet Non-Exclusive Buyer Representation Agreement 





Most buyer rep 
agreements 
say something 
like this

COMPENSATION
If, during the term of this contract or the protection 
period, Buyer enters into a contract to acquire real 
estate and such contract results in a closed 
transaction, Buyer agrees to pay Brokerage firm a 
Brokerage Fee of % of the purchase price. 
The Designated Managing Broker will make every 
effort to collect the Brokerage Fee from the seller or 
the listing broker.  If the Brokerage Firm is not being 
offered compensation as a cooperating Broker, or 
compensation being offered does not cover the 
Brokerage Fee, Designated Agent will so inform 
Buyer prior to showing the property.  



Jack and Sally, you totally control how our buyer 
brokerage compensation is paid.

As a matter of fact, you are paying it in the amount you 
offer to the seller. The seller has factored our 
compensation into the amount the listing office is offering 
us in the MLS, or a FSBO is willing to pay. 

If there is any time that our agreed upon brokerage fee is 
not included in the price the seller is asking, I will notify 
you of that prior to looking at the property. 

You have choices . . . .



Buyers have choices

Choose to     
not look at    
the property

Pay their 
brokerage      
at closing

Ask seller to 
pay as part of 
sales contract



Buyer Agent – With Buyer Rep Agreement 

Establish compensation at time of 
agreement
• You and the buyer decide
• Not the seller and listing agent

Buyer can pay you at closing – or

Has option to ask seller to pay it

Must disclose prior to showing if 
compensation does not match



With Buyer Representation Agreement
Can call listing agent prior to showing and ask if 
seller will pay more
• Note – listing agent MUST ask seller 

If seller agrees – must get in writing from listing 
managing broker
• Listing brokerage will want to modify listing 

agreement

If no – buyer decides if they want to see the 
property
• Can pay brokerage
• Can use sales contract to ask seller to pay







Buyer Agent –
No Written 
Agreement Disclose range of compensation 

to buyers prior to showing

Prior to writing offer – disclose 
actual offer of compensation

Show all properties that fit 
buyers needs – regardless of 
compensation



• You don’t like offer of compensation?
• Work for whatever the seller/listing office is paying
• Tell buyer they can look at it with someone else
• Have buyer sign buyer rep agreement – see above!

No written agreement . . 



Thank you for joining us!



www.nar.realtor/competition-in-real-estate/faqs
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Commissions 
in 2020
4.94%





realestatecommissionfacts.com



Thank you for joining us!


